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1 - Kyaa!

Hmm...yeah, I enjoy reading Fruits Basket... so I decided, why not write my own?!

Disclaimer: NO, GOSH DARNET! I OWN NO FRUITS BASKET!! I might own one character I will make
up thoughh.... hmmmm...
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Chapter One:

"Good morning, Hana-chan! Uo-chan!" Tohru Honda walked into the small lit classroom. "Tohru-kun,
whassup'?" asked Arisa Uotani. "Morning, Tohru-kun," Saki Hanajima said softly... not to mention
quietly. Uo looked right behind Tohru. "Prince Charming." "Uo-san..." "Kyon..." "Yankee." Uo glared at
Kyo and he glared back. "EH! Kyo-kun, Uo-chan... come on, it's morning... be cheerful." Tohru protested.

Kyo faced his glare at Tohru. "Every morning does not have to be cheerful, you moron." "Eh?" Before he
knew it, Uo had punched his face into his skull. "Don't talk about Tohru-kun that way, Baka!" Hana and
Uo protected Tohru. "Eh?" Kyo held his nose. "You guys are protective..." he said angrily.

"TOO PROTECTIVE! HAAAIII-YAAA!" Kyo made an attack at Uo, Hana, or Tohru. Wham. Yuki held his
clenched fist in one hand. "Don't lay a finger on them. They didn't do anything to you," he said. He
pushed Kyo's fist and sent him flying into the bookcase. "Oi! Oi, class is started! KYO! WHAT THE
HECK ARE YOU DOING?!" The teacher tied up her blonde hair and glared at Kyo. "Get up..." Tohru
frowned as she took a seat next to Hana. 'Too much glaring... why do Yuki-kun and Kyo-kun fight so
much?" "EY! TOHRU!" Tohru snapped out of dreaming and shook her head. "I'm sorry..." "Phaa... I said
take Red-Head over here to the nurse..." "Kyaa... of course, Mrs." The teacher twitched as Tohru left the
room. "It's MISS! DON'T TALK TO ME LIKE I'M OLD!" she yelled after her.

"Kyo-kun... are you alright?" "Yeah, whatever!" Tohru looked down as she walked. "I-I'm sorry,
Kyo-kun..." Kyo looked at her sad face. "It doesn't matter..."

Chapter Two:

"Tohru-kun, you wanna come to Hana's house right now?" Uo asked Tohru, walking out of the
classroom. "We're gonna do homework and study and... all that useless junk. But there's snacks." She
said, as if to persuade Tohru. She laughed. "I would love to, but I have to work today... sorry
Hana-chan...Uo-chan," Tohru frowned. "Aww... Tohruuuuuuuuuu-kuuuuunnnn!"

Later, Tohru left school for work. "I could have asked to skip work and hang out at Hana-chan's house...
I really wanted to go..." Tohru said. At work, Tohru had her outfit on. She pulled the white gloves on her



hand and started collection trash bags. "TOHRUUUUU-KUNNNNN!!!" "AHHHH!!!" Tohru fell on her head
and dropped the bags. She opened one eye and saw the face of Momiji Sohma. "Kyaaaaaaa! So sorry,
Tohru-kun, I'm just happy to see you."

Momiji helped Tohru up and gathered the trash bags off the floor. "Are you sad, Tohru-kun? Did you not
want to work?" Tohru blushed. "AHHH! NO... IT'S JUST...ERM, UM THAT IS..." Momiji smiled happily.
"Oh, Tohru-kun, I know when something is wrong!" "Ehh?!" "Tohru-kun... you didn't wanna come to work
today, did you?" Tohru's head fell in shame. "You can leave early, Tohru-kun! I'll take over you're duty."

"Ahhh!! Momiji-kun, I couldn't ask for something like that! There's nothing wrong... I just wanted to goto
Hana's house today," she said embarrassed. "And....that's nothing wrong?" Momiji asked.
"TOHRU-KUN!! PLEASE, I AM ALWAYS PLEASED TO WORK HERE!" Momiji's loud voice caught the
attention of two workers. 'Hey! It's that cute kid again!' They both thought. Then, they moved to another
room, most likely to check out.

Tohru couldn't help it... she hugged Momiji tight and sobbed. POOF! There, in a bundle of Momiji's
clothes was a small rabbit. Tohru gasped. "Kyaaa!!! I'm so sorrryyyy, Momiji-kun," she whispered. She
looked around at any workers that could have seen. Then, she helped Momiji with his clothes.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Ok, ok... so it's not that good! But it's a start right? I hope I get comments so I can write the next chapter!
I am accepting ideas too! PLeaaaaassseeee gimmmeee IDDDDEEEEAAAASSS =O... oops haha... =



2 - Ehh?

Yay!! Hooray! Next chapter!!! Hmm... I'm gonna go swimming soon so I might do this quickly! Enjoy
peoples...

Disclaimer: OH OH YEAH! AND I'M GONNA ADD BUNNIES AND RAINBOWS AND HAPPY
ENDINGS!!! No, I wish I owned Fruits Basket!
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Chapter Three:

Tohru walked along the dirt path. Her night cleaning with Momiji was a very fun. Her stomach groaned.
"Ohhh..I'm so hungry." Tohru opened her eyes wide. "OH MY GOSH! I FORGOT ABOUT DINNER!" She
ran as fast as she could, the air slapping her in the face.

Yuki looked at the clock. "Honda-san is late tonight." Kyo crossed his arms. "Yeah...and I'm hungry.
Where is she?!" WHAM! The door slammed open and Tohru came panting in. "Sorry... work... Momiji...
Fun... forgot... dinner..." She held her stomach. Everyone stood up. Shigure rushed over to Tohru and
carried her over to the couch. Yuki took off her shoes and removed her briefcase from her sweating
hands. "Kyo-kun, go get some cold water for Tohru-kun to drink," Shigure said.

Kyo walked gloomly to the kitchen for the glass of water. Shigure threw his slipper at Kyo's head.
"HEYY!! WHAT THE HECK WHAT THAT FOR?" Kyo growled. "Hurry up!" Shigure felt Tohru's
heartbeat. It was bumping rapidly. "Kyo!!" "I'M COMING!" He yelled. "Here..." He shoved the glass at
Shigure. "Yuki-kun, help me support her up." Yuki and Shigure lifted Tohru and put the water to her
mouth.

She drank the water down. "Thank you... Shigure-san... I'm sorry I completely forgot about dinner..."
Shigure smiled. "It's all right, Yuki-kun can prepare it." Yuki had already rushed to the kitchen.

"THERE'S NO WAY I'M EATING THAT RAT'S COOKING!!"

Chapter Four:

"EAT THE LEEKS, KYO-KUN!" Shigure struggled to ram the leeks and rice in Kyo's mouth. "NO WAY!"
Kyo was fighting off Shigure. Yuki was throwing chopsticks at Kyo to prevent him from hitting Shigure.
Everyone was so loud and distracted that they could not hear the doorbell ring.

Tohru ran over to the door, dodging any chopsticks coming her way. She opened the door.
"Kagura-san?" "Tohru-chan!" Tohru and Kagura greeted each other, but were cautious not to hug.
Kagura yelled happily. "KYO-KUNNNNNNN!!!!" Kyo stopped fighting and looked behind his back, very
slowly. "Oh no..." Kagura ran so fast she could have caught fire. "KYO-KUNNNN MY LOVE! MY DEAR!"
She squeezed Kyo, she punched him with delight, and tortured him. "KYO-KUN!!" She punched him in



the gut.

"I--" Once again in the face. "MISSED YOU!!!!!!" One final punch in the leg. "Uh... Kagura-kun....."
Shigure smiled innocently at the beast who was beating up Kyo. "YES?!?!?!?!" Kagura yelled happily,
but scary. "Ehhhh... um nevermind, Kagura-kun... ummm... please, proceed..." Kagura smiled and
started tortuing Kyo once more. "Eh..." Kyo was about to attack Kagura. "Ahhh! Kagura-san!" Tohru ran
and held Kagura down, so that Kyo punched Tohru instead. "Ehhhh..." Tohru fell to the ground, rubbing
her head. POOF!! In a bundle of Kagura's clothes sat a little brown boar.

"KYO! YOU IDIOT! YOU PUNCHED TOHRU!" The little boar walked to Tohru and hugged her. Yuki ran
over with Shigure to nurse Tohru. "Honda-san...are you alright?"
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Ok ok, no Tohru wont die or anything but... I just wanna leave it there for now. There'll be more, don't
worry. Remember about the ideas! I'm running out peaople! Yes I said peaople. People who need help
talk like that!
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